
TEO WZS Committee – Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
May 4, 2010 - Arden Hills Training Center 

 
CO Members:  Outstate Members: Metro Members: Guests: 
X - Ken Johnson 
X - Marv Sohlo 
X - Ted Ulven 
X - Craig Mittelstadt 
    - Ken Nelson 
    - John Benson 

X - Jim Miles 
    - Sarah Sondag 
    - Todd Larson 
X - Kevin Schmidt 
X - Oliver Kendal 
X - Jeff Rieder 
X - Ken Wenkel 
    - Jeff Knofczynski 

X - Mike Engh 
X - Kevin Farraher 
X - Sue Lorentz 
    - Sheila Johnson 
    - John McClellan 
 

X – Mike Granger 
X - Derek Leuer 
X – Rashmi Brewer 
X – Eric Minge 
 

 
DISCUSSION TOPICS: 
 
ADA Requirements for Work Zones 
A subcommittee was established during the Nov 2009 meeting to address the topic and develop guidance.  The 
subcommittee evolved into a planning committee for a 2 day workshop and device demo.  The event will be 
held on June 23 & 24th, at the St Paul U of M CECC building. The goals of the workshop include the 
documentation of :  

1) available resources and products, in the category of “Temporary Pedestrian Access Route Devices” 
(TPAR) such as Pedestrian Information, Positive Guidance, Pedestrian Protection and Surface 
Improvement, and establishing specifications for determining “product approval”    

2) the disabled community’s “level of need” during construction based upon factors of time durations such 
as “less than a day – fully attended” vs. “over-night” vs. “long-term” etc.,   

3) current best practices that can utilized statewide, 
4) what situations still need more study, research, and/or technology to solve, and 
5) how ADA features should be included into a project (specifications, plans, layouts, pay items, etc.). 

ACTION ITEM: 
The subcommittee will review the draft TPAR Guideline document and report problems/changes to Marv Sohlo 
prior to the June 11, such that the document may be updated prior to the June 23rd workshop.  
 
MnMUTCD REVIEW PROGRESS REPORT: 
 
The recently issued FHWA MUTCD (Dec 2009) had many updates and modifications in Part 6 – Temporary 
Traffic Control, and the TEO Work Zone Safety Committee must review these changes and make appropriate 
changes to the MnMUTCD to comply with the Federal Version.  Part 6 is broken into Chapters A thru K which 
includes the Field Manual Short Term TTC Layouts.  Minnesota also includes long term layouts in Part J.  Over 
years of modifications, the Minnesota version and Federal version are in substantial compliance but vary greatly 
in the order of presentation.  The committee will compare the two documents and modify the MnMUTCD to 
follow the Federal format as much as possible while still maintaining the Minnesota language where needed.  
The two documents have been placed side-by-side (by chapter) in several files that can be found on the 
Mn/DOT website at: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/mutcdreview/part6/index.html  The chapters 
will be updated on this webpage as the review process continues.  The chapter files will have comments added 
explaining committee decisions when deemed necessary.  
 
At this time, the committee has met 7 times and covered Chapters A thru E and half way thru F.  The updated 
files are online (see link above).   The MCUTCD has reviewed and approved changes thru Part 6C. 
The committee will continue to meet on a regular basis until Part 6 is ready for printing in November 2010. 
ACTION ITEM:  Ken Johnson will schedule routine “PART 6 Meetings” (weekly or bi-weekly) for the 
committee to ONLY review portions of Part 6.  These 2 hour meetings will be via Adobe Connect or other 
teleconference means to eliminate travel time.  Committee members in the Metro area may wish to meet in one 
location (to be determined).   
  

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/mutcdreview/part6/index.html
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I-Cone System Trials and Reviews: 
Rashmi Brewer from the OTST ITS Section introduced 2 consultants representing SRF and Street Smart, who 
are conducting a series of trial deployments of a new speed recording device called I-Cone.  There are 6 units 
available for Mn/DOT’s use during the summer of 2010.  We can choose to use them where ever we wish to 
collect vehicle speeds.  The committee members should contact Rashmi about locations and timelines for using 
the devices, and Street Smart will do the deployment.  
 
Safety Edge: 
Craig Mittelstadt informed the committee that Mn/DOT will start using the Safety Edge Pavement Edge 
Treatment on all state trunk highway pavement projects which incorporate at least 1½ inch thickness of new 
pavement beginning in calendar year 2011.  Craig explained the safety edge and handed out a copy of the new 
Tech Memo issued by the OTST Safety Section.  Mn/DOT will be using the safety edge on a few pilot projects 
this construction season to learn and refine the proper installation techniques. 
 
Arrow Signs on Barricades: 
The committee discussed a topic brought forward from the MCUTCD.  Joe Gustafson, a Washington County 
representative on the MCUTCD, asked whether the arrow panels mounted on Type III barricades were being 
used consistently and appropriately within closed lanes.  Particularly, Layout 51 was mentioned as an example 
where the usage of multiple arrow panels is confusing when only one lane shift is required. The committee 
compared the Mn/DOT layouts to the Federal TA’s and determined that the second barricade with arrow is not 
required.  After lengthy discussion, the committee determined that we will continue to utilize the barricade to 
designate closed lane, but eliminate the arrow panel on the barricade.  The only routine usage of an arrow panel 
on a barricade will be inplace of a Flashing Arrowboard on low speed roadways.   
ACTION ITEM:  The removal of the arrow panel on Type III barricades will be updated on Field Manual 
Layouts 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 74, and 77.  Similar modifications will be needed on the 
Long-Term layouts.  
 
PREVIOUS TOPICS: 
Longitudinal Barrier “Length of Need” Determination 
Several committee members recently attended a NHI Course titled “Design, Construction, and Maintenance of 
Highway Safety Features & Appurtenances”.  During that course, and through discussions with the course 
instructors, the committee members had the terminology “length of need” explained as used when determining 
barrier (guardrail) length vs. the numbered reported as “length of need” for NCHRP crash testing results.  The 
NCHRP test results report the length of barrier tested, such as 200’ of  Type F concrete barrier, as the “length of 
need” to pass the crash test (TL-2 or TL-3, etc).  That value is the “length needed” to pass the particular test 
level, unless the manufacturer has conducted additional testing or analysis and has provided the minimum 
requirements for their product.  The value represents the deflection for the barrier at a point hit in the center of 
that length.  We must assume that one-half of the length is needed before and after the contact point to make the 
barrier work as tested.  Therefore, the calculated “length of need” for worker protection must be added to the 
“length of need” required to make the barrier perform according to the test results (when contacted anywhere it 
is needed for worker protection). 
With this information, we should review how we design temporary barrier on work zones.  Obviously, when 
barrier is provided for traffic separation or lane closure for long work zones, this additional consideration is 
insignificant.  However, when addressing short barrier installations, such as for utility, culvert, or other 
relatively small work areas, the addition of these 2 “lengths of need” do add significantly to the total length of 
barrier necessary for TL-2 or TL-3 protection.  
ACTION ITEM:  Ted Ulven will work with others from the committee to document usable barrier “minimum 
lengths” for barriers on the Mn/DOT APL.  A guideline will be developed to assist designers in determining the 
length of barrier needed for their project.   Other characteristics may also be documented which could aid in the 
selection of barrier. 
UPDATE:  No action reported at this time. 
 
Next Regular Meeting:  August 3rd, 2010, at Arden Hill Training Center Rm 11.   


